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NEW 16MP High Definition Color Camera
Available from UNITRON
Commack, NY [November 28, 2017] —UNITRON Ltd. is pleased to introduce the MPX-16C 16-megapixel color
microscopy camera, the latest addition to the Excelis line of microscope cameras. Boasting extraordinary color and
high resolution on any microscope, the MPX-16C is the latest “must have” imaging device for microscope users in
industry, manufacturing and life sciences.
The MPX-16C (CAT# AU-16-CMOS) features dual FPGA processors to generate exceptional color reproduction, and
fast data communication to the computer through its built-in USB 3.0 connectivity. With 16 megapixels, the MPX-16C
delivers high resolution from low to high magnifications, allowing the capture and visualization of even the finest details
of the specimen. The MPX-16C comes with CaptaVision software, and the industry-standard C-mount allows the
camera to be added to any camera-ready microscope (0.5x c-mount adapter recommended). “This is a superb
camera, delivering excellent performance for our price-conscious customers,” says Brian Taub, Executive VP at
UNITRON. “The features of the MPX-16C are typically found in cameras costing much more, yet this camera
generates great images across application areas, even fluorescence.”
The new Excelis MPX-16C 16-megapixel color microscope camera is available now from UNITRON. For more
information, visit the product pages at http://www.unitronusa.com/products/digital-imaging/excelis-cmos.
####

About UNITRON
UNITRON specializes in high quality, precision instruments for industrial, clinical, life science, research and
educational applications. Since 1952 UNITRON’s microscopes and related optical accessories have been consistently
used and trusted worldwide in companies such as Intel, BAE Systems, ITT, GE, Williams Co., DuPont, Boeing, 3M,
Alcoa, MIT, Raytheon, Sony, Texas Instruments, iRobot, Northrop Grumman, United Technologies, and the Mayo
Clinic. Manufactured and assembled to the strictest quality standards, our products are available exclusively through a
nationwide network of authorized distributors. Visit us at http://unitronusa.com/.
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